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SLICE

Slice is a system of partitions with a variable corner, made of a painted 
metal tube shape ����,  D. 32 and a panel completely upholstered. The 
system is equipped with adjustable feets to easily move and clean. The 
�����y connected panels create shapes and solutions that “adapt” to 
different architectural and functional needs.
Slice panels can be upolstered  in all Quinti fabrics and in the new Vitax 
material, conceived for healthcare,  hospitality and contract spaces.  
A leather-look vinyl with subtle surface grain and total matt effect.  Vitax  
ensures elegance, resistance as well as being antibacterial, ���retardant 
and easily washable.
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The partitions Slice  are designed for a universal use.  The ease construc-
tion and wide versatility make slice useful in healthcare spaces, as well as in 
collectivity  and ����environments. The metal  ����with variable corner, 
allows to realize composition with different dimension and shape.
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The modularity of the partitions Slice is made of a metal tube shape ����
of 32mm, proposed in white, black or gold ����� The simplicity in its con-
struction  with the available and different color combinations, can create 
original and aestheticall�����������

METAL STRUCTURE FINISHES



SLICE

V06 V31 V48 V16 V18 V19

V09 V29 V40 V30 V32

V56 V53 V21 V36 V15 V54 V22 V49

V55 V17 V23 V51 V35 V34 V20 V52

V08 V50 V41 V05 V11 V43 V33 V03

V37 V46 V39 V13 V02 V14 V38 V44

V10 V42 V45 V04 V07 V01 V47 V12

Vitax is available with a range of 51 shades to satisfy any kind of project. 
The PVC composition is reinforced by a durable surface layer which offers 
better resistance to alcohol cleaners. A 100% knitted cotton substrate 
makes it elastic, soft and therefore ideal for the upholstery.
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